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This report provides a comprehensive
overview of the current state of the
infrastructure industry and how we can
recover from the impacts of COVID-19. The
results show that the sector has moved swiftly
to offset the repercussions of the pandemic
and that in the short term, the outlook is cautiously
positive. The overwhelming message is that a committed
pipeline of work is required urgently to ensure the industry
doesn’t slump once the JobKeeper allowance is removed.
The industry has also responded with a range of ideas and
initiatives that would support the sustainability and viability
of the sector. I encourage all industry participants and
government decision-makers to read this report and move
to implement some of the initiatives contained within.
Priscilla Radice
Chief Executive Officer,
Infrastructure Association of Queensland Inc.

”

The survey was conducted in Q2, 2020
and 148 participants responded with
the majority from the professional,
scientific and technical services and
construction sectors.
The purpose of the survey was to
understand the current state of the
infrastructure industry in Queensland
and to canvass participants’ views
on a range of issues pertinent to
economic recovery.

www.iaq.com.au

THE OUTLOOK
What are the top three most pressing issues your
organisation faces over the next 6-12 months?
Pipeline of work
Cash-flow management
Marketing - Positioning & reputation management
Workforce adjustments & planning
Operational risk identification & mitigation
Cost reduction
Contract conditions
Employee safety & wellbeing
Supply chain reliability & management
Leveraging technology to minimise disruption
Other
Financial planning
Remote working procedures
Impacts by other suppliers
Training - up-skilling/cross-skilling
Inefficiencies/waste
Material sourcing
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The pipeline of work is the most pressing
issue for organisations, followed by cash
flow management. These two factors are
intrinsically linked; without a strong flow of
work, organisations will start to struggle to
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pay their bills. This finding is supported
elsewhere in the survey, where organisations
are calling on the Government to bring forward
projects and provide clear transparency on
what work will receive funding.

Is your business planning to move into
new markets/services?
NO
YES
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THE IMPACT OF THE PANDEMIC
What types of non staff-related cost reduction measures
have you utilised to mitigate the impact of COVID-19 to
your business?
Cost reduction
measures will have
a ripple effect to
jobs outside these
organisations, and the
reduction in private
sector capital spend
is weighing heavily on
the economy.

Reduction in corporate support services

Delaying capital investment

Reducing marketing budgets

Reduced business development budget

Improving certainty
in regard to the
expected flow of work
would help to renew
confidence and lift
private sector spend
again.

None

Plans to reduce floor space

Delaying maintenance budget

Other
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Compared to this time last year (Q2 2019), how has your
business revenue been impacted by COVID-19?
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0: No significant impact 5: Moderate - temporary and recoverable post COVID-19 10: Significant - will need major intervention

Organisations have moved swiftly to reduce
costs, and for now, view the impact to their
revenue as temporary and recoverable post
COVID-19. This will depend very much on the
pipeline of work, which is the most pressing
issue for the infrastructure sector.
www.iaq.com.au
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From Q2 2020, over what time period do you forecast
to remain financially sustainable during a continued
COVID-19 shut down period without (further) major
changes?
September is shaping up to be
the moment of truth.

COVID-19 had
positive effect

In the first month of shutdown,
almost 600,000 people lost their
jobs but there are a further 3.5
million people whose jobs are
being propped up by JobKeeper.
As JobKeeper and other
government rescue packages
are likely to cease in September
2020, many more unemployed
people will enter the market at
the same time as the next wave
of redundancies rolls out from
industries six months behind
the curve like infrastructure and
construction.

1 month

No major impact

2-3 months

12 months

4-6 months

This is avoidable if:
•

We act quickly and map out
a pipeline of small to large
projects with short and long
timelines and get the most
appropriate projects to market
as soon as possible

•

Bring forward planning and
design on projects to feed
all players in the sector who
will in turn support the wider
ecosystem

6-9 months

•

Focus on long term outcomes
and spending government
money on projects that
will directly trigger new
private sector infrastructure
investments

•

Focus on cumulative government
spend in the regions where, with
careful mapping and timing of
government projects, this could
support private sector investment
in supporting industries.

QLD can leverage the fact we have
successfully managed the health crisis
ahead of other jurisdictions and focus on
our State economy for now and double
down on our local strengths.
www.iaq.com.au
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Are you experiencing more significant COVID-19 related
issues in regional Queensland versus SEQ?
NO
YES
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Please identify which non-SEQ region and key issues
70
60

% responses

50
40
30
20
10
0
Queensland
Outback

Cairns

Townsville

Mackay - Isaac Whitsunday

Central
Queensland

Wide Bay

Skills shortage

Supply Chain

Labour shortage

Increased redundancy

Digital connectivity

Material shortage

Darling Downs

Employee wellbeing

Are you, or do you plan to, make use of any COVID-19
related government support/assistance measures?
YES
NO

0
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What government support measures would be most
valuable to your organisation after the COVID-19
pandemic shutdown phase?
Comments about progressing a pipeline of projects
Comments specifically mentioning the need to fast-track
or accelerate projects
Comments about infrastructure stimulus
spending
Comments about implementing business support
measures such as reducing taxation and retaining JobKeeper
Comments about reducing government red tape
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“We
need a broader
economic recovery strategy”
| “We don’t want to be reliant
on government credits and loans
that need to be paid back” | “Push
out projects to the private sector” |
“We’re not looking for specific support
but rather a commitment to a forward
pipeline of work across the full project
lifecycle” | “We are not seeking
support measures but surety
around continuing
to plan and deliver
infrastructure
projects” | “Think
Big” initiatives to
pivot to hydrogen/
batteries/electric
vehicle adoption
... how use of
infrastructure
can change to
reduce cost/tax
burden.”

www.iaq.com.au
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Industry suggestions on government support
“Re-opening of
all panels for
consultants/
suppliers/
contractors so they
don’t miss out on
economic stimulus
as a result of a
rigid procurement
approach.”

“Streamlining government red tape and DA approvals to speed
up project delivery.”
“A shift to real/true collaborative contracting measures
(not the current quasi ones) and proper risk allocation.
Permanent shorter-term payment terms enshrined in
legislation to public and private. (Businesses are going to the
wall prior to COVID-19 with some large contractors having
terrible 90+day payment terms) - unethical and immoral. “
“Encourage the use of SMEs more within the supply chain, as
being encouraged in the UK.”

“Government sponsored industry training (help individuals
from other challenged industries, move into infrastructure
space) as occurred in the resource boom period.”
“Transport Infrastructure Investment - rail.”
“More resilient cities.”
“Bipartisan support of infrastructure pipeline (without election
interference/delay).”

“Removal of
government red
tape and focused
Ministerial
departments
to drive
‘shovel ready’
infrastructure
projects.”

www.iaq.com.au

“Client
procurement
isn’t working at
all and killing
our industry.”

“Health and wellbeing opportunities in open space.”
“Policy reform.”
“Infrastructure pipeline to remain constant.”
“Tax offsets for building expenditure (not just equipment).”
“Continuous and transparent pipeline of work.”
“Infrastructure Capital (grants) for high risk phases such
as EIS, mining incentives, vegetation offsets.“
“Improving the digital transformation of the construction
sector by having a targeted approach to the implementation
of the BIM? Digital Enablement policy.”
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By how much have you needed to change your workforce
numbers this year due to COVID-19?
No change
Increase by more than 5%
Increase by less than 5%
Reduction of 1-4%
Reduction of 5-9%
Reduction of 10-14%
Reduction of 15-19%
Reduction of 20% +
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53% of large companies see no change & 36% see a reduction of 1-4%.
Next year, 42% of large companies predict no change & 30% predict
a reduction of 1-4%.

What measures are you taking to retain workforce?
None
Reduction in hours
Pay cuts
Enforced leave
Temporary stand downs
Other
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Thinking ahead to 2022-2024, do you believe
your workforce will ...
100%
80%
60%
40%
20%
0%
Expand

Remain the same

Contract

Other

71% of respondents who said they expect their workforce to expand in
2022-24 currently only employ between 1-4 people compared to large
companies (500+) where only 52% expect to expand.

www.iaq.com.au
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Geographically, where will these employment impacts be
most felt?
SEQ (Toowoomba etc)
All over Queensland
Outside Queensland
Central Queensland
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In your sector, can you identify opportunities to employ
displaced workers from other industries?

A strong infrastructure
industry makes us globally
competitive, connects people
and place, supports thriving
sustainable communities and
creates and supports jobs.
We can help displaced
workers into new roles and a
new industry.

NO

YES

www.iaq.com.au
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What are the types of roles that lend themselves to using
redeployed people who can be re-skilled quickly?

COMMON RESPONSES

Administration
Customer/business support
Labour
Project management
Engineers
Marketing/Communications
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Has the current lack of access to international
workers (eg. students, skilled migrants, backpackers)
caused an issue for your business?
NO
YES

0
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What are the barriers to employing recently displaced
workers and what support measures could help?
Workforce skills & capabilities

“Government
funded training
initiative – similar
to that used during
the mining boom.”

Main themes of suggested
Support Measures

“Learning and Training support.”
“Employers need to recognise the skillset, not the industry.”
“Direct government support of RTO/TAFE”

The Regions

Main themes of suggested
Support Measures

“Offer relocation allowance.”
“Regional project contracting.”
“Tax deduction.”
“Incentivise living in regional, rural and remote areas.”

“Government
procurement directives
to organisations to hire
displaced workers as
part of tender process.”

Procurement

“Fund services
(digital, schools,
hospitals, transport)
in rural and remote
areas to attract
skilled employees.”

Main themes of suggested
Support Measures

“Utilise industry representative bodies to advise of
engagement policy. Government must honour its
commitment and not go to the BIG 4 all the time to
enable others to grow as SMEs.”

Employment

Pipeline of work

Main theme of suggested
Support Measures

“Industry needs confidence that the current pipeline
will be delivered on, even if it isn’t expanded.
We’ve seen a slow down in client decisions and an
uncertainty in the Tier 1’s as a result, which then
filter down into the Tier 2’s, 3’s and beyond.”

Main theme of suggested Support Measures

“Incentivise
continued
JobSeeker by
encouraging
re-skilling.”
www.iaq.com.au
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Thinking about changing workplace patterns, to what
degree do you believe the recent workplace practices
adopted as part of the COVID-19 shutdowns, will
continue post shutdown?
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0: Revert to pre-COVID-19 normal 5: Moderate - some business changes
10: Significant - major business-wide changes

For your business, what changes are you planning?
Increased virtual practices
Increased % of working remotely
Increased flexibility
Reduced interstate/international travel
Investment in digital tools
Reduction in office floor space
Organisational restructure
None
Increased job sharing
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Increased flexibility will be the new normal and this
provides opportunities to think and plan differently
but people are inherently social and the “office” will
still be central for firms and their staff
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PRODUCTIVITY
Have you experienced any productivity impacts in your
supply chains/business workflow as a result of the
current shutdown and social distancing measures?
Major

Medium

None

Minor

Please provide details of the most pressing productivity
impact.

KEY THEMES

Working from home/
social distancing
Project delays & lack of
pipeline certainty
Lack of equipment,
particularly imports
Under-performing IT &
internet services

0
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Industry commentary on
Productivity impact

“Delay
in EIS
approvals from
government”
“Equipment
from China”
“Clients delaying
project starts
or cancelling”
“Business
development
opportunities”
“Home schooling”
“Face to face
workshops,
virtual meetings are difficult
to read peoples’ body language
which accounts for a large portion
of the communication” | “Import
delays of equipment and raw material“
“Overseas manufacturing”
“Logistics” | “Site segregation and
inefficient practices” | “Reduce
global trade both import and
export” | “Cruise sector
decimated”

www.iaq.com.au
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Are you planning to invest in your employees to develop
a strategic mindset and build leadership skills?
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5

‘Leadership’ is still not top of
mind despite the increasing
evidence that a lack of
strategic mindset in leaders
is potentially holding
the industry back from
innovation.

6

0 : No plans to invest 5: Considering investment 10: Funded plan to invest

How important is cooperation between the private
sector and public sector to economic recovery?
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0: Not important at all 5: Somewhat important 10: Extremely important

Cooperation between the private and public
sectors is viewed as highly important for
economic recovery. This is supported by
commentary in other sections of the survey
about the need to work together to fasttrack projects and build the pipeline of work.
www.iaq.com.au
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What are the three most important objectives to be
considered when determining the prioritisation and
acceleration of the pipeline of projects to support
economic recovery?
Probability to proceed quickly
Job creation
Catalytic infrastructure with broad impacts
Alignment to strategic infrastructure plan &
other long term planning
Attracting private sector investment
Linking transport & land use planning
Sustainability
A future vision for regional and urban areas
More focus on green & active transport initiatives
Resilience
Community wellbeing
Other
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To achieve sustainable economic recovery, what
economic and productivity reforms could be considered
to continue public infrastructure investment?
These results have
informed IAQ’s
advocacy and IAQ
members are kept
up to date on the
successes and
initiatives as they
are developed.

Improve commerciality (i.e. risk allocation) &
collaboration with private sector
Fast-track projects and investment
Undertake legislative and policy reform
& reduce red tape
Improve procurement processes
Commit to buying local and giving local firms more
of an opportunity to tender
Revisit asset recycling
Remove the politics from decisions
relating to infrastructure

0

20
NO. OF SUGGESTIONS
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“Greater
investment in
programs of
maintenance and
minor works.”

Industry Commentary on Economic Recovery
“Increased focus on clean energy and positive environmental
outcomes.”
“Establish a government funded building/infrastructure innovation
hub/centre of excellence.”
“Road-user pricing.”

“Program rather than project approach for long term sustainable
pipeline not boom-bust election driven cycles.”
“Stable, long term plan that transcends political tenures.”
“Pricing and policy reforms.”
“Circular Economy.”
“Centralise cross-agency approvals across the government with one
agency reporting to the Premier.”

“Further
streamlining of
environmental
assessments. Not
reduction but
streamlining
Industrial Relations
reform.”

“Encourage local manufacturing especially essential items.”

“Consider the
entire range of
benefits of a
particular project
in assessing the
project’s value.”

“Encouraging investment in industries other then natural resources,
education, hospitality & tourism.”
“Fast track all active transport and green bridges.”
“Jobs in Queensland focus.”
“More widespread application of collaborative contracting principles.”
“Major tax regime overhaul.”

“Enable Coordinator General to lead more.”
“Greater cooperation between private and public sector.”
“Water Trading Policy.”
“Allow more unsolicited proposals from component companies for
targeted projects.”
“Outsource infrastructure delivery.”

“Revisit QLD
acceptance of
asset recycling
(eg: using
Australian super
funds rather
than overseas
capital).”

“Infrastructure
delivery is
siloed in State
government.
Needs to be much
more integrated
and holistic.”

“State willing to increase debt ceiling while debt is cheap to bring
forward more economic infrastructure projects.”
“We need to be able to bring non-infrastructure people into
the sector, by creating an environment which supports and
encourages them. If infrastructure is to be an economic recovery
lever, we need to take on the responsibility of bringing those from
other industries into it.”
“Deeper pipeline of projects in various stages of planning.”

www.iaq.com.au
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Industry Commentary on Economic Recovery
“Accelerate the implementation of BIM across all projects and into
the full asset lifecycle (OPEX phase).”

“Listen to local
Councils and
provide funding
to capital
maintenance ...
that’s what they
really need.”

“Clear and transparent planning.”
“Fast track the business case and assurance processes.”
“Commence preparation for early advancement of projects at the
inception phase.”
“Simplified strategic planning and investment frameworks.”

Thinking about infrastructure delivery into the future,
what initiatives could we create from this crisis
to do things differently?
Develop different contract models and procurement approaches
Collaborate more within Government & between
Government & the private sector
Invest in, and use, technology solutions
Invest in active and public transport
Revisit the development of business cases
Commit to more local content
Focus on sustainability and the Circular Economy
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NO. OF SUGGESTIONS
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Industry commentary on post-pandemic initiatives
“Greater focus on rail improvement - level crossing removal, rail to
Salisbury, more rail to Sunshine Coast, second line to Gold Coast,
link from Bond University to Gold Coast airport, safer and bigger
commuter car parks.”

“Breaking megaprojects into
smaller packages
allowing them
to be delivered
by non tier-one
organisations.”

“More flexible entry to panels for government work.”
“Local content defined as a Local Government Area in all contracts.”
“Seal dirt roads in the outback for tourism.”

“Priorities carbon neutral initiatives.”

“Reduce paperbased processes
with digitally
enabled workflows/
blockchain.”

“Have a State capital envelope and forward works program
of 10 years.”
“Streamline freight logistics supply chain.”
“Spending more on telco infrastructure.”
“Focus on sustainability and circular economy options.”

“There needs to be quick projects released to get the economy
moving, whist planning for larger projects underway to build
on momentum.”

“Cap the cost of
tendering as per
the European
model.”

“Reformat the way infrastructure is managed. Whole of government.
Not just sector-led by silos that don’t talk to each other.”
“Digital twins for State infrastructure planning.”

What’s more important to your business at this time - the
immediate acceleration of projects or ensuring alignment
to economic objectives and a steady pipeline of work in
the long term?
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0: Fast-tracking is more important than project choice 10: Appropriate project choice is more important than fast-tracking
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To what degree will the COVID-19 crisis increase the
likelihood of the UN Sustainable Development Goals
being embedded within infrastructure decision making
processes?
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0: Very unlikely 10: Very likely

Thinking about the infrastructure and construction industry
of the future, what are the three most pressing market
reforms to increase sustainability of the industry itself?
New collaborative contracting models
Improved risk allocation
Reduction in red tape
Improving procurement principles (eg. changing the
Best Practice Principles)
Pipeline visibility & accuracy
Fit for purpose business case framework
Reduce tender costs
Margin transparency
Other
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The industry is cynical about the take-up of the
Sustainable Development Goals but remains
hopeful sustainability can become more central
to decision-making.
www.iaq.com.au
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What are the top three barriers to private sector
investment in infrastructure in Queensland?
Political risk/uncertainty
Red & green tape
Uncertainty of timing due to approvals, community
support
Lack of opportunities
Cost of doing business
Better opportunities in the other countries/States
Pipeline visibility
Reasonable returns
Soverign risk
Competition for assets
Other
Taxation
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Governments in Australia have spent billions on support
packages. As we enter the rebuild and recovery stages,
to what degree will high levels of government debt limit
their ability to invest in infrastructure?
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What role should the private sector play in Queensland
to bridge the funding and financing gap in green field
transport and social infrastructure?
Key themes
Survey participants made 53 comments
Government and the private sector need to partner on projects
The market-led proposal process is a key enabler
Government needs to realise what the investment requires of
private sector investment
The private sector can play a support role but Government
still needs to lead a return
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Thinking about creating a better world, what are the two
greatest opportunities that could come from this crisis?
Key themes
Survey participants made 138 comments
Changing our values to focus on community, lifestyle and humanity
Increased focus on sustainability
Increased collaboration between government and the private sector
Improved pipelines of work and improved efficiencies
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NO. OF SUGGESTIONS
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SURVEY PARTICIPANT PROFILE
What industry sector are you in?
Association/Not for
Profit
Public Admin &
Safety (Private)
Transport, Postal &
Warehousing

Electricity, Gas,
Water & Waste
services

Professional,
Scientific &
Technical services

Other
(Specified)

7-14 days
39%

Construction

What is the size of your organisation in
terms of turnover?
Above $10,000,000
$5,000,000 - 10,000,000
$1,000,000 - 4,999,000
$500,000 - 999,000
$200,000 - 499,000
$50,000 - 199,000
$0 - 49000
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What Queensland geographic area do you operate in?
60%

40%

20%

0%
All over
QLD

SEQ

T’ville

Central
QLD

Outback

Darling
Downs

Cairns

Mackay/
Whits.

Wide
Bay

What is the size of your organisation in terms of number
of full-time equivalent employees?
500+
200-499
100-199
50-99
20-49
5-19
1-4

0

20%

September looms large as a cliffhanger.
Without a solid flow of future
infrastructure work, more jobs will be lost
with deep negative impacts across the
economy.
www.iaq.com.au
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FOR FURTHER INFORMATION
Infrastructure Association of Queensland Inc.
Level 6, Suite 32, 231 North Quay, Brisbane QLD 4001

W: www.iaq.com.au

Survey design: www.apac.media

E: membership@iaq.com.au

